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Our unit had been sent a small Kittridge oneman submersible but it was accumulating mostly dust
and rust as it sat stored in a Quonset hut warehouse
waiting for a suitable mission to justify its use. As our
dive teams realized that we’d have to begin working
past 300 feet soon, a well-intended senior officer
decided that now was the perfect time to bench the
divers temporarily and see if the submersible would
be a better and safer method of getting our film work
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There is really nothing new about deep
diving submersible vehicles. Ed Link and other innovators dreamed up models back in the 1960s that
seemed like they were excerpted from the pages
of a Jules Verne novel. Originally, these subs were
employed in pioneering oceanographic and scientific
projects and were responsible for opening doors to
the oceans’ depths that had previously been considered unexplorable. As submersible technology
became more affordable and diversified, the expanding commercial diving market quickly adopted such
applications for survey and inspection work. In many
instances, this proved far more cost effective than
subjecting a diver to such an exposure.

longer needed on the sub film project that the Navy
would find some other project for us that could be far
more unpleasant. At the height of the Vietnam War
and the Cold War with the Soviet bloc, there was no
shortage of nasty places that we could be reassigned.
A not-so-eager electronics technician was selected
from the ship’s crew to be trained as the submersible
pilot. The Navy’s logic was that his skill with electrical
systems, radio communications, and other assorted
gadgetry made him the perfect candidate to run the
sub. We would mount our underwater 16mm cameras
to the outside of the submersible’s hull and show him
how to manipulate the arms to point the lenses at the
“fast attack” subs as they zoomed past. Like so many
government plans, it looked good on paper. But
things quickly began to go awry.
For instance, it was determined on the first day

banks that would operate the single screw and allow
the submersible to tool around at barely 2-3 knots.
All of this training was done in a simulator without
requiring our hero to actually get inside the sub
underwater. By the end of the week, as we watched
from the sidelines, we decided that our odds of being
reassigned were looking less and less likely. We even
speculated about asking for a raise when the Navy
brass came crawling back to us in act of contrition.
So we passively watched with rapt attention… all the
while doing our best to look supportive.
Finally the big day arrived when the first dive would
take place. The submersible was trucked down to the
pier and loaded on to the afterdeck of the ship by
crane. I had to admit that the damn thing looked pretty
small. It was only about eight feet long and squeezing
through the tiny hatch was akin to being strained

The only way to get out was to come back to the surface
and have the support team release the bolts and remove the
hatch. As far as our neophyte pilot was concerned this little
detail was a deal-breaker of the first order as he loudly
protested about being “locked inside a coffin”.
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Some History: I had firsthand experience with
exactly this same scenario while working with Navy
diving teams in early 1971. Our project was based in
St. Croix, the largest of the U.S. Virgin Islands, giving
us close proximity to the 11,000-foot depths of the
Virgin Islands Trench only an hour’s steaming time
from the Fredericksted pier where our support ship
docked next to our operations partners, the sleek
“fast attack” Navy submarines. Our job was to film
these submarines and we had already passed the 300foot depth mark several times as our work gradually
moved deeper. This posed obvious risks including
oxygen toxicity, narcosis, prolonged decompression
some 10-15 miles offshore, and a rather overwhelming
population of oceanic white tip sharks that liked to try
to chew on us with unabated enthusiasm.
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(Opening spread) Lynn Hendrickson admires the steep wall at 240 feet.
1. Kittridge one-man submersible being hoisted over the side. January 1971.
2. Bret Gilliam aboard Navy support ship with 10 ft. oceanic white tip shark
hooked during dive team’s decompression.

accomplished. It sounded good on paper: no divers
in the water to get bent or nibbled on by sharks.
And the Navy’s SOP called for a single technician,
far below our pay grade, to be the operator. So they
would even save money in the budget.
That last part didn’t go over big with the three
of us in the dive team. We figured that if we were no

of pilot training that the technician had some major
issues with confinement in small spaces. And he didn’t
swim. The claustrophobic nuisance was supposed to
be cleared up by sending him off to have a chat with
a psychologist that could help him neutralize those
fears with some sessions on the couch. As far as his
inability to swim, the Navy decided that swimming
was not a necessary job skill since he would be put
inside the sub on the deck of the ship and then lifted
into the water by crane. Extraction following the
dive was the same method so the imperative for him
to actually be able to swim was considered a nonessential item to his resume.
Most of the first week was spent getting him
familiar with the submersible’s internal electrical,
hydraulic, and breathing systems along with the
theory of actually “flying” the contraption underwater.
This required indoctrination to the compressed air
and fixed ballast systems along with use of the diving
planes and propulsion motor run by the battery

though a pasta maker. The plan was for us to get the
pilot inside, secure the hatch, and then carefully lower
the sub over the side in the calm water next to the ship.
The ocean bottom was only about 35 feet below us and
the pilot was to practice his maneuvers and drills in this
benign environment before we tried him in deep water
where the bottom was over two miles deep.
Two major obstacles arose before we ever got
the hatch closed. Apparently, no one had bothered
to explain that the actual submersible had a hatch
that required us to bolt the pilot in from the outside.
The only way to get out was to come back to the
surface and have the support team release the bolts
and remove the hatch. As far as our neophyte pilot
was concerned this little detail was a deal-breaker
of the first order as he loudly protested about being
“locked inside a coffin”. However, he was persuaded
to continue when it was pointed out that he couldn’t
swim anyway and therefore had to come back to
the ship where they promised we would unbolt him.
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While the logic of this argument was indisputable, he
didn’t look any happier. But he was promised that a
new hatch that closed from within was on the drawing
board and would be fitted soon.
As he eased into the hatch opening, he read the
plaque noting the depth rating of the submersible as
“400 feet, experimental”. This proved not be a major
confidence builder either. The pale look on his face
was not improved by the senior officer’s assurances
that he had no reason to go beyond that depth and
that he had a variety of compressed air ballast tanks
that could be blown to bring him up as well as a halfton lead ballast pod attached to the sub’s keel that
could be jettisoned in a complete emergency. And
heck, the bottom for this first dive was only 35 feet
down. What could go wrong?
With those words of wisdom implanted, we
finally got him inside and bolted down the hatch. A
hemispherical Plexiglas dome was affixed to the hatch

A face contorted in terror and bearing a striking resemblance
to the Crypt Keeper (or maybe Joan Rivers after her latest face-lift
surgery) stared back at me in mute distress. I elected not to waste
any time with a “thumbs up” as I could easily discern that the pilot’s
thumb was not the finger he was stridently waving at me.

flange and provided the only view port for the pilot.
He settled into the seat with his head in the dome and
stared back at us like a condemned man asked to make
himself comfortable in an electric chair. We gave him
an enthusiastic “thumbs up” inquiry to see if he was
ready for the plunge and got back a weak affirmative
signal that decidedly seemed to lack conviction.
Oh yeah… hand signals were all we had that day
since the special radio for the pilot to communicate
with his surface support team from the depths had
yet to be installed as a newer unit was en route and
would be ready the following day. But we exuded
confidence as we smiled back and kicked the winch
into gear lifting the sub off the deck and over the
starboard rail. We held it steady after getting it into
the water and pointed at the checklist through the
dome while again inquiring with another “thumbs
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up” inquiry to be certain he was ready to be released
from his last tether and begin the dive. A shaky thumb
waggled from inside and I released the shackle.
In retrospect, I suppose we should have been
suspicious when the sub began an immediate rapid
drop to the sandy bottom and landed there in an
explosion of silt that swiftly enveloped the entire area
obscuring our view from the surface. But we figured
that he was showing off with a grandiose start after his
initial trepidation. His dive plan called for an internal
systems run-through, tests to the backup breathing
system, ballast and trim drills, and some simple
maneuvers around the general area. He’d then return
to the surface and we’d winch him back aboard.
It took about a half hour for the sediment and
silt to clear and we watched from the surface with
growing interest. But the submersible just sat there.
After an hour or so, the diving officer suggested we
don snorkeling gear and drop down to see what was

going on. The shallow depth made free-diving a
cinch and I settled down beside the plexi dome and
looked inside. A face contorted in terror and bearing a striking resemblance to the Crypt Keeper (or
maybe Joan Rivers after her latest face-lift surgery)
stared back at me in mute distress. I elected not to
waste any time with a “thumbs up” as I could easily
discern that the pilot’s thumb was not the finger he
was stridently waving at me.
It turned out that in his initial angst he had failed
to do his final ballast checks to attain positive buoyancy at the surface so when we released the hoist
tether he plunged to the bottom like a falling meteor
and then jammed the release on the lead weight pod.
Apparently things went swiftly downhill from there and
panic took over. With no radio to communicate and a
wave of claustrophobia numbing his cognitive func-

1. Lynn Hendrickson inspects PC-1203 prior to dive.
2. Submersible launched with ship crane into Georgetown harbor.

tions, he sat frozen at the controls in white-knuckled
angst for over an hour until I showed up. We quickly
hoisted him back aboard but his career as a submersible pilot was over. A recurring image of what might
have happened if the test dive had been conducted
without a shallow bottom to arrest his descent haunted
him for months. He would have passed the maximum
“crush depth” depth rating for the sub in about
four minutes and had a one-way ride to the abyss.
A quick survey among the rest of the crew
revealed no one else who wanted to take over as
Capt. Nemo. We were notified that the dive team
would resume operations in two days. At least in our
little universe, order had been restored and we were
to remain safely in St. Croix for the duration of
the Navy’s project. Sharks and long deep dives still
looked better to us than a visit to Southeast Asia
during that era. Ironically, I was later coerced into
being a submersible pilot for more advanced vehicles
and fell in love with technology.
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A New Industry is Born: Quite a few
more specialized subs were constructed to meet the
global commercial and scientific diving demands
of the 1970s but later were left idle as that industry
slacked off. By the 1980s it was possible to purchase a
submersible for a fraction of its original construction
cost and many remained completely operational
with only minor upgrades required. Nonetheless,
the opportunities for persons outside the scientific/
commercial community to ever get to actually dive in
these vehicles were roughly equivalent to the annual
options for snow skiing in Miami… rather limited.
Thanks to the entrepreneurial vision of Research
Submersibles Ltd. (RSL), now a division of Atlantis
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Submarines International Inc., a chance to take part
in one of life’s truly unique diving adventures became
available and affordable. Located in Grand Cayman,
RSL began operation in the early 1980s and featured
two refurbished Perry subs with operational depth
ratings of approximately 1200 feet. Each can carry two
passenger/observers and a pilot. By comparison to
that Navy Kittridge submersible, these Perry vehicles
were jumbo jets. Back in February 1992 I was invited
to hook up with their operation and take in several
dives right off the downtown area on the west end.
The highlight of the dive is an up-close inspection
of the wreck of the 170-ft. ship Kirk Pride that sunk in
a 1976 tropical storm. Locals had often theorized as to
the wreck’s location but it took RSL chief pilot Stewart

Mailer almost a year of searching before he stumbled
onto the wreck precariously clinging to the wall at
just over 780 feet. The Kirk Pride had rolled over the
drop-off after breaking her anchor chain only to be
checked by two enormous limestone boulders known
as “haystacks”. The wreck sits virtually upright and is
remarkably well preserved due the cold water and low
oxygen levels. The sub operators really couldn’t have
dreamed up a better attraction as a climax to what
already is an epic high adventure.
My dives would be in PC-1203 with Troy Engen, a
former blimp pilot from the Midwest. On this particular
morning Dennis Hurd, President of Atlantis Submarines, would be joining us for his first dive since acquiring RSL’s operation. Dennis is an affable Canadian who

oversees Atlantis’ far flung operations. Their primary
business is shallow tourist tours. The deep diving
submersible business is new to Atlantis but it’s a logical
extension and the RSL operation was a proven product
with an excellent staff already in place.
I am the first to enter PC-1203 that morning nearly
16 years ago and I’m struck by the fantastic visual field
provided by the expansive acrylic dome mounted
in the sub’s bow. The observers seem to literally be
accommodated within the dome’s panoramic 160degree window to the sea. The interior is also more
spacious than I had imagined; Dennis and I are able
to sit comfortably side by side with Troy perched
above and behind us on the pilot’s chair. This is a
marked contrast from the cramped conditions and

limited view ports in submersibles that I piloted during
Navy and research projects back in the early seventies.
Troy goes over a review of the life support and
emergency procedures, conducts a communications
check with alternate pilot Patrick Lahey on the surface
to monitor our status, and then we begin our descent.
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1. The wreck of the Kirk Pride perched precariously on the deep
wall at 780 feet. 2. View of the stern with the name still clearly
visible after 16 years since sinking in 1976.

Water temperature at the surface is around 84
degrees Fahrenheit and the sub is initially warm
and humid. Two small fans circulate the interior air
for comfort. This is, of course, a one-atmosphere
vehicle so no pressure changes will be sensed by the
occupants. There is no need to equalize your ears or
to schedule decompression stops, a good thing since
our planned depth will exceed 800 feet.
Troy drops us quickly over the steep wall and
activates the powerful floodlights mounted on the
bow framing. A kaleidoscope of colors envelops us
from only a few feet away as we pass through the
richly forested gorgonian and sponge populations
between 200 and 500 feet. Cayman is blessed with
superb underwater visibility anyway but it is even
grander as we approach the 650-ft. level. The loom of
the wreck is visible almost 250 feet below us as Troy
shuts down the lights. Ambient light at even 800 feet
is still sufficient to see quite clearly and the specter of
the dramatic wall is even more awe inspiring without
the external floods. Inside the sub, we are blessed
42 :: diving adventure :: issue 4
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with a cool natural air conditioning reflecting the
water temperature now pegged at 63 degrees.
Our pilot skillfully maneuvers the PC-1203 under
the stern of the Kirk Pride to reveal her name and
hailing port still legible after 16 years of entombment.
Troy throws a switch and engulfs the wreck in a wash
of high intensity light. The affect is almost surreal.
Parts of the ship look as though the crew might only
have just walked away from their stations. Other
sections reveal the damage caused in her wild tumble
to the abyss. We pass slowly over the pilothouse and
observe the engine room telegraph still fully intact
as though the Kirk Pride awaits commands to answer
bells from a phantom captain. Peering into the cargo
hold we can see a brand new 1976 Volkswagen.
Dennis and I speculate on if it would start.
A local Caymanian businessman had contracted
for the car’s delivery only to see it disappear with the
ship. The RSL staff treated him to a tour of the ship and
his aging, but extremely low-mileage, VW on a recent
dive. The fiberglass body shows no signs of wear and

(no surprise in the Caymans where everything costs
about three times what it should). Lunch for two broke
the $40 barrier. Dennis wisely brown-bags his chow
from home usually, but recognized a big spender in
me somehow. He is a qualified sub pilot as well and
frequently trades off with Troy and Patrick so each
member of the team can remain current. Dennis is a
wealth of information on the technical details of the
subs and happy to share his considerable experience.
Like all of RSL’s staff, he is instantly likeable and
completely professional.
The next day we plan a photo shoot to capture the
PC-1203 in action. I will make the dive with local dive
instructor Erin Nelson as an underwater gear wrangler.
Patrick once again provides the topside assistance
from RSL’s inflatable while Troy and my assistant Lynn
Hendrickson operate the sub. Our plan calls for Erin
and me to mount the sub after it submerges and ride
it to 240 feet where a colorful wall formation provides
a suitable photo background. Folks, there is nothing
quite like this way to travel to a deep diving site.

Peering into the cargo hold we can see a brand new 1976
Volkswagen. Dennis and I speculate on if it would start.
A local Caymanian businessman had contracted for the car’s delivery
only to see it disappear with the ship. The RSL staff treated him to a tour of
the ship and his aging, but extremely low-mileage, V W on a recent dive.

only needs a garish sales sticker price to complete
the bizarre scene: “Vintage V W, one owner, sold as-is
where-is, low down payment”. Real low… like 800 feet.
We’ve been submerged now for over an hour
and Troy begins the ascent. He keeps up a snappy
patter of descriptive lecture on deep-water crinoids,
rare commensals and a gigantic sea fan almost 15 feet
in diameter. All too soon, we arrive back to the surface
just over 90 minutes after departure. It’s like returning
to earth from a space voyage; you’re happy to be
back in one piece but can’t wait to go again.
Dennis Denton, RSL’s operations manager,
spends some time with me in their waterfront office
conveniently adjacent to what may arguably be the
most expensive Burger King in the western world
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Erin finds a convenient perch on the starboard
side while I position myself by the port windows on the
pilot’s conning tower. I can look Troy right in the eye
as he sits inside at his command station, communicate
with hand signals, and yes, pass the occasional rude
gesture. Troy is not much of a deep diver himself
and is concerned with our safety at this depth but
relaxes after realizing that Erin and I are completely
comfortable and enjoying the ride. Indeed, with no
swimming effort and my camera equipment stowed
on the sub, it’s an effortless diving experience. Sort
of the ultimate diver propulsion vehicle.
At our arranged depth, Troy maneuvers next
to the wall and holds his position. I untangle myself
and cameras from the sub’s midships and swim away

Lynn Hendrickson admires the steep
wall at 240 foot depth from within the
sub’s large dome window
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Diver feeds fish in front
of fascinated passenger

feeling much like an astronaut on a space walk. The
sub looks like a giant Cyclops and I can feel the
welcome heat of the floodlights as I swim in front of
the dome. Lynn and Troy wave and look like some
picnic couple that just happened to park at the ocean
floor for fried chicken and potato salad. After about a
15-minute bottom time and two rolls of film, I reboard
the sub’s back and we are off to rendezvous with our
decompression line and back-up tanks at 40 feet.
While we begin the required staged stops, Troy
circles around us before hovering at the 10 foot level.
Our longest hang is at 10 feet and for years this
has been where I usually pass the time reading a book
or simply “zoning out”. This time it’s different. Lynn is
in the dome only inches away and Erin and I carry on
an animated sign language conversation in response

improvised and the sub would provide guaranteed
delivery to the exact decompression level
regardless of current or other natural conditions.
The possibilities are endless. And that’s just for
open circuit gear. Imagine this on the Andrea Doria or
the Monitor.
My mind skipped ahead to the implications of
using these subs or actual lock-out vehicles to deliver
a dive team and me on mixed gas rebreathers for a
dive on the Kirk Pride as free-swimming divers. Maybe
we will see if that VW will start!
If your diving vacation plans bring you to Cayman,
take my word for it: do not miss this opportunity
to make a submersible dive with them. You will
remember it the rest of your life. For those of you
who have any cautions about feeling confined

If your diving vacation plans bring you to Cayman, take my word for
it: do not miss this opportunity to make a submersible dive with
them. You will remember it the rest of your life.

Contact Atlantis Submarines at 800-253-0493 for
information on all locations and advance reservations.
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to her written messages held up for us to read. The
time passes quickly and we emerge confident that
the photos will be exciting.
Patrick and I got into a discussion of submersibles
and how their technology can be applied to the then
emerging technical diving community. Vehicles such
as PC-1203 would be an invaluable tool for freeswimming divers to utilize in support for wreck diving
or deep wall exploration. Up to six divers in a team
could easily be accommodated on the sub as riders
to the dive site. Extra gear, back-up cylinders, lights,
decompression gases, cameras, tools etc. could be
packed on deck and effortlessly transported. The
divers would be relieved of the exertion of handling
such an equipment package and could breathe from
large storage cylinders mounted underneath the sub
during transit. This would preserve their back carried
gas supply for actual exploration.
Continuous communications would be possible
not only with the surface but with the divers, and
the pilot and observer could function as on-site
dive supervisors to record and coordinate the dive
schedule. Changes in the dive plan could easily be

or overall safety, put your worries aside. RSL has
conducted thousands of dives without mishap
and they are held to an extremely high standard
of certification and maintenance. Each sub is
equipped with back-ups to every system and the
pilots are some of the best I’ve seen in the industry.
About five minutes after submerging you’ll never
give another thought to worry because you’ll be
totally consumed with the experience of the dive
itself. They will even film the entire adventure for
you with a camera mounted in the dome.
A Less Stressful Alternative: RSL was
acquired in 1992 by Atlantis Submarines, a pioneer in
tourist submersibles capable of taking 46 passengers
in special craft on 100 foot depth excursions. Atlantis
has operations in Grand Cayman, Guam, St. Thomas,
Hawaii, Barbados, Aruba and the Bahamas.
The 80-ft. long submersible Atlantis XI is a
gleaming white and stainless steel monument to
modern engineering. Her clientele is a bit more
pedestrian than the brave souls who jam themselves
inside the deep vehicles. I’ve had the chance to see
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Lynn Hendrickson

both sides of their operation from inside and outside
the subs. And I find each sub fascinating.
Rendezvousing with the larger sub underwater
presents a bigger photographic challenge since it’s
so damn long. But a 12mm lens tames it adequately.
In this instance I joined the dive team that meets
up with the Atlantis XI to give the guests a cheap

A Surefire Wakeup Call: When I first did
a dive with them in the deep sub back in 1992, I was
curious if they had ever had any problems with claustrophobia from passengers. My pilot, Patrick Leahy,
said that it really hadn’t been much of an issue. Most
people that have those tendencies can be identified as soon as they enter the subs and are quickly
removed. He said that only three or four persons had
ever asked to be taken out in his experience.
I queried him further, “How about when you start
getting compression noises around 500 feet or so? That
can sound like you’re in a car in a scrap yard crusher.”
“Nah, most people are prepared and after
the first crunch they’re fine.” He continued, “You
know, the only bad experience I’ve ever had in a

submersible was on a North Sea job when I was still in
the commercial business. I was assigned a company
technical representative and took him on a 1000-ft. dive
on a cold winter day off Scotland. When we reached
the bottom, I decided to liven up his ride by squirting
him in the back of the neck with a water pistol. It might
as well have been a .357 Magnum. He tried to jump
to his feet in unholy terror, crashed his head into
the overhead and passed out cold. I thought he would
kill me when we got back to the surface and he revived.
We don’t play those games anymore.”
Regardless if your interests lie in viewing the
shallow reef, dropping into the abyss, or lacerating
your scalp… the Atlantis operation is a mind-blower
not to be missed. n
3

1. Passengers bending over to look through
portholes . 2. Bret Gilliam at controls of Atlantis
XI submersible, 70 feet. 3. Diver on DPV cruises by
Atlantis XI as she settles to bottom at 100 feet.
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thrill by feeding the fish conditioned for a handout.
These guys whisk in on DPV’s and full-face masks
with communications units and can actually talk
to the passengers inside. The sub settles to the
sandy sea bottom and the guests go nuts as each
diver parades past their view ports with a million
yellowtail and other fish in pursuit. It’s a great show,
better than a Disney ride for the Bermuda shorts
and black socks-with-sandals crowd.
But since the sub sticks to a pretty precise
schedule each day, the inevitable had to happen.
One day as the sub settled in place and the
fearless fish feeders began their death-defying act
a slightly more exciting parade began. A co-ed
group of divers sprang from their hiding places
in the reef and treated the stunned onlookers to
the first underwater “streaking” yet recorded in
conservative Grand Cayman. After a nude romp
that met with decidedly enthusiastic reviews, the
Bimbo Bandits disappeared over the wall into
local legend. Tickets sales soared in the aftermath
but, alas, there have been no additional sightings.
Maybe we should dispatch a crack collection team
from Scripps and see if we could collect a specimen
to be raised in captivity...
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